


for tourism, fitness & health



Runnersfun® – experience movement!

We are convinced that more movement makes people happier and
the world a better place!

Almost all people want to be fit or fitter, but only a few move enough 
and with pleasure. We do not see movement and sport as a question of 
overcoming fear of performance and competition, but as an essential part 
of everyday life, of the personal lifestyle.

Movement is unique to the individual, should be enjoyable, but should 
never be a chore even pain! What may apply to competitive sport is not the 
correct approach to higher quality of life for the majority of the population.

NeW thiNkiNg

With the aim of breaking through conventional ways of thinking and to 
leave the well-trodden paths of conventional sports and exercises, the 
Runnersfun® idea was born in 2003. Today Runnersfun® installs systems for 
tourism, sports, fitness and health according to the Sensotorik® principle. 
Sensotorik® devices differ from conventional offers in many important 
ways. Our requirement as premium service providers is unmatched quality 
and innovation leadership for our clients.
Runnersfun® guarantees success!

iNdividual solutioNs

We create individual solutions for communities, clubs, therapeutic facilities 
and corporations. Installations for tourism, health, schools and sports clubs 
up to facilities for competitive sports.

One thing that all our facilities have in common: they inspire both young 
and old with different approaches to exercise and sports. This brings 
people to their personal success experiences and finally to more exercise 
and more zest for life!



the concept Runnersfun® and sensotorik® 

Our life, in constant acceleration, brings a longing for personal quality 
of life and deceleration. More movement and sports are an important 
key to happiness. The desire of people is enormous, whether they are 
competitive athletes or amateurs, and yet for many it is very difficult to 
find the appropriate motivation.
The desired frequency and intensity varies, the desired effect however is 
very similar: to be healthy and fit, to feel good and to enjoy the outdoors.
Movement creates quality of life and more positive experiences.

Motivate positive expeRieNces
Sensotorik® means: the systems, devices and equipment have a wide 
range of use, nobody is under-challenged and especially not intimidated.

The movement and exercise intensity can be controlled and guided. We 
deconstruct the emotional hurdles to exercise and sport and build the 
longing for it.

SENSOTORIK
by RUNNERSFUN

®

S ®



competitive advantage 

Health, fitness and comfort are not only megatrends, but also of 
immense socio-political and economic significance.
The quality of facilities and infrastructure in public spaces today 
already decide in many cases the competitiveness of a tourist 
destination. At the same time they form the basis for more quality of 
life in the local community.

Movement and sports facilities have become indispensable local 
infrastructure facilities and also a question of social responsibility.



consulting

Full service with concept: 360° consulting 

Full service with concept, product-independent, not committed to any 
manufacturer, but only to our customers.
We design and implement “Destinations of Experience” and 
“Generational playgrounds” for and with our customers
People move, become inspired and rediscover their supposedly lost
hunger for movement.

ModulaR aNd sustaiNable

Upon request, Runnersfun® offers a complete package – from the 
noncommittal, competent answers to your first questions, to annual 
maintenance and check of your system to highest standards.
From the requirements analysis, the positioning concept, the careful 
project planning to successful project support. More than 500 systems 
and over 12 million annually users speak for themselves.
Runnersfun® systems are designed sustainably, thoughtfully and modular, 
making extensions, adjustments or additions at any time and without 
much extra effort possible.

An important part of our work is taking inventory of the existing structures 
and evaluation with regard to their contemporary attractiveness and its 
potential for improvement.
This is our basis for creating a recommendation for further measures and 
targeted investments to achieve your desired outcome.



evaluatioN aNd actioN 
RecoMMeNdatioN

inventory analysis and conception 
for sports and exercise offers

Sustainable public sports and exercise offers are an essential 
component and important success factor of a forward-looking local and 
regional development concept.

Our experts evaluate the existing structures from the view of residents 
and visitors, assess them in terms of attractiveness, improvement 
potential and sustainability, as well as future social developments.

In the second step, future-proof approaches for public sports and 
exercise offers in the form of customized modules are developed. The 
assurance of the technical and economic feasibility is always the focus.
The result for the contracting community/region is an extensive action 
recommendation for the preferred development options and its 
foreseeable prospects for sports and exercise offers in the public area.

consulting

consulting
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suMMeR WoRlds 
oF expeRieNce

Successful examples and ideas
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experience sport, health, leisure and exercise! 

Runnersfun® is the inventor of modern running and walking parks 
which form the basis of our “movement arenas”. Basic features include 
the Runnersfun® color coding system, self-explanatory route profiles 
and many crucial details in the guidance and information systems. With 
a Runnersfun® running & walking park you create ideal conditions for 
all people in your region, no matter if young or old, athlete or beginner, 
guest or local resident.

The selection of the route network is done together with the 
“connoisseurs” on site. GPS survey in length, profile and surface type, 
cartography, signposting, communication and motivational concepts to 
the finished assembly of the installation.

Runnersfun® takes responsibility in all areas and guarantees successful 
implementation. Wherever you spot Runnersfun® facilities you have the 
certainty of choosing the most beautiful routes on site.

RuNNiNg aNd 
WalkiNg paRk

laufen & walken

sommer erlebniswelten
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hikiNg aReNa

hiking is now like it used to be – just completely 
different!

After a period of stagnation, hiking is experiencing a renaissance. 
However, it has become much more individualized – regions are now 
in competition, there is an emotional added value to convey. Hiking 
becomes an immediate, personal experience. It is also about the topic 
of the offer, the integration of POIs and more and more about culinary 
hot spots. The quality of the information and control systems, both 
analog and especially digital, are an essential competitive factor.

Runnersfun® has developed new forms of information systems, 
especially on the routes themselves, but particularly on informing 
hikers prior to their departure. We pay special attention to the 
evaluation of the existing local hiking offers from the guests point of 
view. Quality and emotion are much more important than quantity.

trekking
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tRail RuNNiNg
aReNa

the new trend – the new freedom!

The “cross-country run” has been relabeled “trail run”? Not quite 
incorrect, but there‘s a bit more. Trail running is contrary to the name 
trail, translated as path or track is, the conscious running outside of 
trodden paths. Trail running can, but does not have to be practiced as 
an extreme sport.

Trail runners are looking for the challenges and the unusual, every 
step, every track section can bring something new, that demands and 
promotes concentration and creativity for a special running experience. 
Trail running is an extensive and varied whole body workout.

NatuRe coNseRvatioN aNd saFety aRe iN deMaNd

In order to provide the right offer for Trail runners you have to know 
that variety, the challenge and the adventure always have to be 
tangible. Away from sidewalks, in unspoilt nature or even in the high 
alpine terrain and best in all variants. Each region is different and 
therefore offers different possibilities of trail running experiences. 
Important here is to define clearly where we can safely install a trail 
running arena while respecting natural conservation of the region.
Or maybe it is better to define trails that still sufficient offer variety.
So you can use the possibilities for cross-runners, cross-trailers or
trail- adventurers to correctly represent the possibilities of their region.

trailrunning
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e-bike – Mountain bike – Racing bike – citycruiser

Cycling now has a social and socio-political dimension. Years ago it was 
either a sporty leisure activity or more cost-effective commuter vehicle 
in everyday life, today the bike has arrived in the middle of society.

The e-bike boom and the mixing of the motivations between more and 
more target audiences require completely new offerings in the field of 
infrastructure, guidance and information & motivation systems. From 
single track to the lockable bicycle box of the inner city garage, the 
requirements in the individual segments could not be more different.

The target group is enormous, from the “sunday cyclist” to the athletes, 
with the e-bike to the office or multi-day tours along the river.

saFety aNd seRvice

The evaluation of the needs of cyclists, avoiding danger and conflict 
potentials on the one hand and the optimal steering and integration of 
the service providers along the value chain on the other hand.
Runnersfun® creates the appropriate structures with its experts. From 
the position analysis to frequency measurements in route planning, 
conception and planning of the infrastructure up to the installation of 
the control and information systems.

bike aReNa
bikearena
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tRiathloNpaRk

enthusiastic masses  – 
stylish, modern and dynamic!

For countless sports enthusiasts, it‘s all about giving it a try, without 
pressure, without competitive stress, maybe for shorter distances, just 
to get a feeling and to remove fear.
On the other hand, for trained triathletes it is interesting to train under 
real conditions, including changes of disciplines to be able to train.

deMaNd seeks supply

Currently, there are only a few opportunities, although in many regions 
thr required natural conditions are already present! About two million 
triathletes in Europe are a completely underserved economic factor for 
sports holidays and training camps.

With the triathlon park Runnersfun® designs an offer that allows a wide 
audience to try a triathlon and enables ambitious athletes to practice 
under competition-level training conditions.

triathlon
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yolates© path

body and mind in harmony – the deceleration path!

Dr. Irmina Boltenstern started about ten years ago with the 
development of exercises to unite and harmonize body, mind and soul. 
Our body is not just home to our thoughts and feelings, it influences 
our nature as well. Health and well-being are usually no questions 
of external circumstances but of the inner attitude. Conscious 
body training is more than just movement. To feel the body is to 
communicate with it.

Every movement means a step on the way to our well-being. Selected 
units from yoga, pilates, oriental exercises and meditationform the basis 
of the Yolates® path.
Yolates® helps to get to know your own body, engage in dialogue with 
it and find individual exercises to find attitudes that balance to achieve 
well-being.
The Yolates® path makes the bodily awareness an exciting natural 
experience, offers recreation, fun and variety in the exercises.

The Yolates® path was exclusively developed by Runnersfun® in 
collaboration with Dr. Boltenstern.

sinneswege
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Feel and experience with all senses!

The relaxing walk or the stress-free running on materials such as bark 
mulch, sand or gravel are a sensual pleasure for young and old, with 
great health benefits.
Who has walked barefoot (once again) is quickly amazed by this 
delightful and enjoyable experience.
Walking barefoot strengthens the muscles and joints, promotes 
circulation, stimulates and strengthens the cardiovascular system and 
immune systems.
 
Barefoot walking is natural reflexology. Whether barefoot, “Finnish” or 
“Kneipp” paths: a variety of possibilities exist to experience the world 
from this fascinating perspective. A blessing for the body and soul.

iNdividual aNd uNique

Sense and theme paths by Runnersfun® are individually developed to 
the respective possibilities and requirements coordinated on site and 
deliver a significant contribution to health, fitness and deceleration.

seNse aNd 
theMe paths
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sommer erlebniswelten
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bRaiNWalk –
MeMoRy couRse

training for your brain!

A memory course includes various stations, with knowledge-
independent questions and tasks, as well as cognitive and motoric 
exercises. The tasks and solutions change at each station.
In exclusive collaboration with experts we have exclusively developed 
the Brainwalk® memory course.

The motivation is simple: we all get older, but nobody wants to be old! 
We train to gain endurance and strength and stay physically healthy – 
but how do we train our brain, our most important muscle?

The memory course is an important contribution to prevention, a 
training for our gray matter with scientific background, so conditioned 
that it is knowledge-independent, suitable for all audiences.
Fresh air, exercise and the varied tasks make the Brainwalk® memory 
course a special experience.

sinneswege



playgRouNd FoR
geNeRatioNs

Successful examples and ideas



35spielplätze für generationen

outdooR
FitNess paRk

More joy of life through individual movement beneath the open sky!

Targeted exercise has established itself as essential 
in a modern world characterized by lack of activity. 
That is not whimsical: scientific studies prove that 
a certain level of physical activity is necessary to 
maintain good health.
However, this minimum of movement is not currently 
achieved by a majority of the population.

Although most people are familiar with equipment-
assisted training, there is so far no suitable 
equipment for the outdoors.

Our experts have teamed up with our German 
partners to develop an intergenerational concept. A 
Sensotorik® vitality and fitness park becomes
a true “experience arena”.

It acts as a place of encounter and space for all 
generations, as a place of communication, of social 
contacts and finally as a place of movement for more 
vitality, fitness and agility. 

A variety of possible devices, stations and their 
combination brings new, unique opportunities for an 
outdoor fitness park.

Weight and fitness stations for athletes, mobility and 
vitality course for seniors therapy devices for spa and 
rehabilitation clients or people with special needs.
The devices were completely redeveloped and 
brought to perfection in years of scientific study. 
They are not simply indoor equipment converted 
for the outdoors, as have traditionally been offered 
on the market. The quality is of highest order, the 
devices are made of stainless steel, need no special 
care and have a warranty of 10 years.

outdoor �tness
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calistheNics-
paRcouRs®

Megatrend – pastime not only for young people!

The trend sport originating from the USA and Eastern Europe appeared 
in Austria. Calisthenics is a form of physical training with your own body 
weight and has become a cult not only for teenagers.

No equipment is needed, as all exercises are conducted using one’s 
own bodyweight. No matter if the goal is to build muscles, increase 
individual fitness or learn a certain movement, Calisthenics offers 
agility, body control and fun with the movement. Furthermore, the inter- 
and intramuscular coordination and the cardiovascular system are 
challenged and improved. 

The range of exercises is wide-ranging. The Calisthenics workout can 
be done at any age, in almost any weight class and at any performance 
level. The advantage of this is that calisthenics offers absolute freedom 
in individual training and is a social meeting point for the “street 
workout”.
Calisthenics equipment from Runnersfun® has been developed with 
international experts, is 100% competitive, highest quality, practically 
vandalism-proof and with 10 years warranty unique in the market.

calisthenics
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kiNdeRspiel® 
sensotorik® playgrounds

play and experience places for children!

Blatant lack of exercise, motor deficits, liability issues and overcautious 
parents are conditions that children have been dealing with over 
the last few years. Still most designers are guided by their concepts 
exclusively on the popularity of playground equipment.

We have the redeveloped conventional playground concepts in the 
sense of Sensotorik® and playground equipment has been modified in 
essential aspects.
Our experts considered the viewpoint of the children on one hand 
and on the other hand incorporated the findings of sports scientists. 
An essential part was accounting for the different needs and motor 
skills of children. No one is under-challenged or intimidated – every 
child experiences the healthy development of such important success 
experiences.

Runnersfun® develops and installs playgrounds where children are able 
to let off steam, experience themselves, experience adventure, learn 
social competences, eliminate sensor-motoric deficits and all that with 
even more fun and enthusiasm than before!

kinderspiel
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disc golF
couRse

disc golf is pure pleasure!

The sport is still relatively unknown in Europe, whereas in North 
America and Scandinavia there are already over 10,000 disc golf 
courses.
A disc golf course that, like ball-golf, consists of multiple holes, is a 
cost-effective, natural sport and leisure facility that can be built nearly 
anywhere. Whether in parks, meadows, in the woods or on a mountain 
pasture – fun is guaranteed everywhere!

Disc golf offers simply everything you need from a meaningful and 
exciting outdoor leisure facility. Disc golf installations offer fun, 
maximum safety, are all-weather suitable and uncomplicated to 
maintain. Disc golf can be played by anyone between the age of 5 and 
105 without prior knowledge.

With the establishment of a disc golf course many positive results 
emerge for the region in question. As a pioneer in alternative and 
young sports they speak to a broad target audience and enable a 
variety of cooperation opportunities with schools, youth associations 
or sports clubs. The organisation of professional disc golf tournaments 
as well as the offering of workshops for companies or schools provide 
additional opportunities. 

disc golf
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seNsotoRik®
iNdooR FitNess

systems for mobilization, 
vitalization and health promotion!

These indoor stations have been specifically designed for the 
corporate sector and are fundamentally different from conventional 
offers. They need no preparation, no sportswear and no long absence 
from the workplace. Two minutes of exercises in between release 
tension, raise the mood and refresh the mind and body. 

The health and well-being of employees are important success factors 
for the economy and efficiency of companies. Businesses can handle 
the increasing pressures by addressing the health of their employees 
and actively promote fitness to their employees.

the advaNtages aRe appaReNt

• less sick leave  C less costs
• more motivation  C higher concentration
• social meeting point  C higher employee satisfaction
• less tiredness  C more efficiency

The devices are all self-explanatory and made of high quality stainless 
steel. They enable a playful strengthening of the circulation, flexibility, 
coordination and relaxation of muscles.

indoor �tness
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health
aNd theRapy

prevention and recreation with exercise

For health facilities, rehabilitation and spa centers, 
Runnersfun® has developed a special concept, which 
strictly follows the requirements of the institutions, as 
well as those of the clients, patients or guests.
We enable movement according to behavior of the 
target audiences, tailor-made on the basis of sport 
science, installations that support patients and 
guests in prevention and/or recovery. We pay close 
attention to their needs.

Sense paths and balance parcours for orthopedic 
rehabilitation, vitality and Sensotorik® parks for spa 
guests with a focus on the cardiovascular system or 
special mobility and fitness course for support mental 
and motoric rehabilitation.

We are particularly proud of the conception and 
construction of the balance and climbing course in 
form a rope-bridge course for cardiovascular and 
pulmonary diseases, as well as mental rehabilitation 
for children.

MoveMeNt as a coNteMplative eleMeNt

All concepts and equipment are developed within 
the Sensotorik® principle.
Movement is thus experienced as a contemplative 
element for the regeneration of physical 
performance, without pressure. The bodily 
perception is trained, increasing confidence with 
the body and particularly outdoor exercise leads to 
a significant improvement in well-being. It reduces 
inflammation, aids the muscle metabolism and 
digestion, affects the hormonal system and leads 
already at moderate exercise to an improvement of 
cardiopulmonary capacity.

health
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bouldeR
systeMs

bouldermania – one concept, three systems!

As a pioneer in outdoor fitness equipment we 
followed bouldering as a phenomenon in recent 
years with high interest and created different boulder 
systems together with our experts from the industry.

Bouldering, climbing without rope and harness, 
developed in recent years more and more from pure 
climbing to a fitness discipline, that consistently 
excites. Three different boulder systems that reach 
far beyond conventional offers available on the 
market.

Each of the 3 systems is unique in its kind and 
impresses with multifunctionality and the Sensotorik® 
principle. Climbing made possible for anyone, even 
for absolute beginners.
On the other hand, there are many combinations and 
possibilities, which can even bring professionals to 
their limits.

systeM-bouldeR-box ®

Four different boulder installations in one. A 
multifunctional climbing system, challenging and 
fostering endurance, strength, skill and technique in 
a unique manner.

systeM-bouldeR-stoNeheNge ®

A natural climbing experience in the power 
circle. The millennia-old mysticism can be felt. A 
combination of natural stones, each conceptualised 
on site by the experts with various grip constellations 
is provided. Especially suitable for physical 
education, as well as a therapeutic exercise.

systeM-bouldeR-WoNdeR ®

The first mobile multifunction boulder system. 
Mobile, quick to set up and easy to transport. Almost 
unlimited boulder variations and quickly convertible 
to an open-air cinema in no time. Cinema fun and 
climbing routes – unique installations, like their role 
models in nature.

boulder systems
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cRoss-couNtRy
skiiNg – NoRdic
coMpeteNce ceNteR

an absolute growth market!

A professional cross-country installation offering is an essential, 
contemporary and profitable investment in your region’s infrastructure.
The right offer that motivates people and especially for less athletic 
people removes barriers to access. The message is: “moving brings 
quality of life, movement means freedom and well-being.”

iNFoRMatioN aNd seRvice FoR cRoss-couNtRy skieRs

Cross-country skiing is not only one of the most beautiful, but also 
one of the healthiest sports available on offer. The requirements of 
the target audiences are very different, from ambitious professional 
athletes to beginners, but the motivation is similar for all.

Cross-country skiing unites all megatrends, such as yearning for 
movement, outdoor exercise, health and personal fitness. The 
requirements of skiiers have increased in recent years: unmatched 
track quality and state-of-the-art service components are expected 
nowadays.

noch

km

Madshus Loipe 3,65 km

2,0START

001

3-Seen-Loipe 15,50 km

winter erlebniswelten

cross country
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elois® – 
iNFoRMatioN systeM 

any information – easy, fast and direct!

Any relevant information about ski-tracks, trails, ascents or open huts 
can be retrieved easily and without issue. Whether from home, in the 
hotel or during the arrival – the complete information set is always 
universally available.

An immediate view via an HD-Cam can provide additional information 
about temperature and weather locally. All information is available via 
mobile or PC.
ELOIS© by Runnersfun® is an integrated, electronic modular system, 
which delivers relevant information in real time. The user receives all 
kinds of relevant information. An invaluable service advantage, which 
awakens positive emotions, reassures and puts your product in focus.

advaNtages at a glaNce

• route clearances and closures and all desired information
 via internet in real time
• integration of live HD webcam on mobile, homepage and TV
• electronic guest information system
• installations and routes – monitoring system with recording
• any data can be imported into all systems and platforms

winter erlebniswelten

infosysteme
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ski touRiNg –
coMpeteNce ceNteR

a mega trend is seeking supply!

Runnersfun® is a pioneer in the field of ski touring, organizing the 
first European Ski Touring Congress in 2012 developing the essential 
foundations for future developments.
No other winter sport has seen as massive a growth spurt in recent 
years as ski touring, also known as ski mountaineering. Despite rapid 
growth, there are still too few professional structures and offerings 
available.

added value iNstead oF coNFlict

We have, consistent with the experience of the past 10 years, 
developed concepts which, on the one hand remove conflict potential 
with alpine skiers and local ski slope operators, and on the other hand 
promote value creation for the entire region.

In particular, liability issues are considered in order to defuse potential 
issues before the even arise.
Perfect guidance and information systems protect the environment and 
convey security. Value adding models for mountain railways, hospitality 
providers, alpine schools and sports retailers are essential components 
of a sustainable concept for a ski touring competence center by 
Runnersfun®.

Asitz ii
hm200noch

km 1,0noch

430 hmGesamtanstieg:
Gesamtlänge: 2,50 km

2

skitoureN | ski touriNg iN sAAlfeldeN leogANg

Asitz i
915 hmGesamtanstieg:

Gesamtlänge: 4,40 km

skitoureN | ski touriNg

START

winter erlebniswelten

tourenski
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WoNdeR-ice® 

syNthetic ice

curling lanes & skating arenas

December 20th, 15 degree celsius, bright sunshine 
and people are ice skating or curling. Not possible? 
Of course it is! Because with Wonder-Ice®, the 
energy-neutral synthetic ice rink, fun and sports are 
guaranteed year-round!

Since neither cooling, water nor electricity are 
required for Wonder-Ice installations, they are usable 
no matter if the sun is shining, it is raining or snowing 
and furthermore they are simultaneously beneficial 
to the environment (operating temperatures: from 
-50 to +50 degree celsius).

A high-tech quality product of the latest generation. 
Through the specially developed and optimized high-
tech material, a constant glide-factor of the plates is 
guaranteed and requires compared to conventional, 
expensive artificial ice no regular expensive 
maintenance.

eNeRgy NeutRal, teMpeRatuRe iNdepeNdeNt

The construction costs of a Wonder-Ice® system 
amounts to only about 30% of a conventional artificial 
skating rink. An even bigger advantage are the 
otherwise exorbitantly high operating costs, which 
are reduced close to zero with Wonder-Ice®.

Even the ice hockey cracks of the NHL use synthetic 
ice for their training.

The extremely simple assembly and disassembly 
process allows flexible use. The high-tech synthetic 
ice installations are robust, durable and need no 
elaborate maintenance.

eisbahnen

winter erlebniswelten
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aRtiFicial ice
skatiNg RiNks

artificial ice from market leader with 40% less energy consumption

IW International is represented in Austria by 
Runnersfun®, and is the world‘s leading provider of 
ice sports facilities using real ice. 

IW was founded in 1992 and has since installed 
4,200,000 m2 worth of surface area of ice rinks for 
customers in over 40 countries in the world. 

In addition to a variety of ice hockey rinks they also 
provide the leading transportable 4,000 m2 speed 
skating rink.
Our aim is to provide the best ice rinks for sports, 
leisure and relaxation.

Complete installations for urban areas, curling 
ranges, show rinks and ice-fun-parks and all other ice 
sports.

Facts

• patented, foldable aluminum cold-tubing

• up to 40% reduced energy consumption

• best ice quality up to 30 degree celsius 
 in every locations

• ISO14001 and 9001 certified

• own production

• 100 % Runnersfun® complete local service

winter erlebniswelten

eisbahnen
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biathloN 
tourism and leisure

biathlon for everyone!

Today, biathlon is one of the most popular winter sports of all. 100,000 
visitors for competitions in addition to 30 million viewers on TV are 
not a rarity. Many of the excited viewers want to try the sport for 
themselves, but until now there have been only a few opportunities 
provided to do so. This is why we developed a new concept with high-
quality laser rifles – safe, mobile and easy to set up without effort.

No matter if summer or winter, biathlon with cross-country skis, 
mountain bikes or running shoes, the possibilities are endless. The 
high-quality laser rifles world-class athletes train which, are well 
suited for shooting competitions as well – fun in a casual group or in a 
competitive environment.

winter erlebniswelten

biathlon
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stReet cRossiNgs

winter erlebniswelten

hightech track & slope crossings

The high-tech gliding plates with specialised surface structure are 
meant for use on roads or pathways and can be installed on existing 
surfaces without difficulty. The extremely durables plates are anchored 
to the ground and can be installed depending on seasonal need, and 
removed just as quickly.

The Wonder-Ice® street crossings are a high-tech product which has 
been continuously improved in years of development. Precision-
manufacturing brings a completely new quality for the guests during 
crossing of roads and pathways. Additionally, the maintenance efforts 
involved are minimal.

Top winter regions in Austria such as Ischgl, Kitzbühel and Obertauern 
are already customers of Runnersfun® Wonder-Ice® street crossing 
solutions.

straßenübergänge



puMptRacks

balaNce –
cliMbiNg paRcouRs

Zip liNes

digital coach

Mtb tRails

additioNal coNcepts, systeMs 
aNd NeW developMeNts admont. Aigen-Schlägl. Altmünster. Angerberg/Mariastein. Anif. 

Ansfelden. Artstetten. Attnang-Puchheim. Aurolzmünster. bad Birnbach. 
Bad Bleiberg. Bad Deutsch Altenburg. Bad Erlach. Bad Goisern. Bad 
Hall. Bad Ischl. Bad Kleinkirchheim. Bad Kreuzen. Bad Mitterndorf. Bad 
Vöslau. Berndorf. Biedermannsdorf. Bischofshofen. Braunau am Inn. 
Bruck an der Mur. Brunn am Gebirge. Buchensteinwand/Pillerseetal. 
Bürmoos. defereggental. Dellach am Wörthersee. Dellach im Drautal. 
Dietach. eberstalzell. Elixhausen. Emmersdorf. Enzesfeld-Lindabrunn. 
Erlauf. Ferlach. Fieberbrunn. Fischamend. Friedburg. Fuschl am See. 
galtür. Gars am Kamp. Gasthaus Rabl Gschwandt. Gasthaus zum fidelen 
Bauern Oberwang. Gesundheitszentrum Bruck an der Mur. Gießhübl. 
Gitschtal. Gloggnitz. Gmunden. Goldecker Bergbahnen. Goldegg am See. 
Grafenegg. Grünau im Almtal. Grünbach. Grünburg. Gumpoldskirchen. 
Guntramsdorf. Gänserndorf. hainburg. Henndorf. Hermagor. Hinterstoder. 
Hochfilzen. Hochpustertal. Hopfgarten im Brixental. Hotel am Schloss - 
Goldegg am See. Hotel Goldenes Schiff Bad Ischl. Höflein. innerrosenau. 
Innervillgraten. Inzersdorf. Ischgl. Itter. kainisch/Pichl. Kapfenberg. 
Katzelsdorf. Keutschach. Kirchdorf. Klagenfurt. Klein Pöchlarn. Kopfing. 
Kremsmünster. Krummnussbaum. Krumpendorf. Kukmirn. Köstendorf. 
laakirchen. Lanzenkirchen. Laufen. Leiben-Lehen. Lengau. Leoben. 
Leobersdorf. Leopoldsdorf. Liezen. Linz. Lofer. Marbach. Marchtrenk. 
Maria Enzersdorf. Maria Taferl. Maria Wörth. Mattigtal. Mattsee. Micheldorf. 
Mitterberg. Molln. Moosburg. Mödling. Nassfeld - Presseggersee. Neuhaus 
am Inn. Neuhofen an der Krems. Neumarkt. Nibelungengau. Niederthai. 
Niklasdorf. oberndorf bei Salzburg. Oberndorf in Tirol. Obertrum. Ohlsdorf. 
Optima Med. Ossiach. perg. Persenbeug. Perwang. Pillerseetal. Pitten. 
Predigstuhl. Pregarten. Pöchlarn. Pörtschach. Reifnitz. Ried im Innkreis. Ried 
im Traunkreis. Roßleithen. Ruhpolding. saalfelden / Leogang. Salzburg. 
Sarmingstein. Sauwald-Stadl. Schalchen. Scharnstein. Schiefling am 
See. Schlierbach. Schneegattern. Schrattenbach. Schwarzau. Schärding. 
Schörfling. Seefeld. Seeham. Seekirchen. Seiersberg-Pirka. Sekirn. 
Sierning. Simbach am Inn. Sollenau. Spital am Pyhrn. St. Florian am Inn. 
St. Jakob in Haus. St. Johann in Tirol. St. Martin. St. Ulrich am Pillersee. St. 
Ulrich bei Steyr. St. Veit an der Gölsen. St. Veit an der Glan. Stegersbach. 
Steyr. Symposion Hotel Post Traunkirchen. tauplitz. Ternberg. Ternitz. 
Tragwein. Traunkirchen. unken. vamed. Velden am Wörthersee. Vivea. 
Virgen. Vösendorf. Waidring. Weissbach. Wellnesshotel Stocker Krieglach. 
Werfenweng. Weyer. Weyregg am Attersee. Wien. Wiener Neudorf. Wiener 
Neustadt. Willendorf. Windischgarsten. Wörgl. Würflach. ybbs an der 
Donau. Zwentendorf.

We thaNk ouR custoMeRs FoR theiR tRust!

selected ReFeReNces

WiNteR hikiNg Routes

FuNcouRts



“More than 500 partners are already counting on Runnersfun installations – the long 
cooperation is a great honor for us. We would be delighted to soon count you amongst our 

partners and friends as well.”

Pictures: Runnersfun® | www.unsplash.com | Fa. Fritz Friedrich GesmbH | www. freepik.com 

– Erich Mayr – 
CEO and Founder Runnersfun®
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